Charity Navigator

Charity Navigator is a free website that rates thousands of nonprofits so that
users can make an informed decision about how they donate their money. In

2002 the website began giving unbiased ratings of charities according to their

financial health. Today ratings include information about accountability, as well
as an assessment of each charity’s impact. In order to keep its evaluations

unbiased, Charity Navigator does not accept advertising or donations from the
organizations it evaluates.

On charitynavigator.org you can:

● Search nonprofits by name or keyword
● Browse popular topics

● See lists of charities with perfect ratings
● Read tips for donors

● Use the CN Advisory System to learn about possible improper or illegal
activity at charities

● Donate directly to one or more charities
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Search Charity Navigator
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Go to charitynavigator.org.
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Find the search bar and type the nonprofit name or key word. Then
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select the green Search button.

Scroll down to see the search results.

● You’ll see an

overview of the
charity and its

rating. Some have

not yet been rated.
Click on More

Info to learn more

about the nonprofit
and the eligibility
requirements.

● Filter results using
the options in the
left column.
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The symbol circled here denotes Charity Navigator’s advisory system

about possible improper or illegal activities at a nonprofit. The system

has three levels: low, medium, and high, and warns of possible risks if
you donate to that charity. Click the symbol for more details.
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Click on any charity in the search results to learn more about it! The

website uses two rating systems. Depending on the nonprofit, 		
you’ll see one of the layouts below:

Star Rating System

Encompass Rating System
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Explore a Nonprofit’s Rating
Star Rating System

● Website’s original rating system

● Currently used to rate about 9000 charities that meet specific eligibility 		

requirements, including at least seven years of operations and a 			
minimum revenue of $1 million among others

● Four stars is the highest rating

Contact info
4
1
						
2 Summary of mission
5
Rating focused on finances and
3 accountability
and transparency
4

Scroll down or select these 		

topics for more information

Click on these tabs to read 		

about programs and see 		
past ratings and tax forms.

Encompass Rating System

● Website’s new rating system

● Rates over 100,000 nonprofits that aren’t rated in the star system
● Gives a “passing” or “failing” grade based on a score of 100
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Contact info			
Summary of mission
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Scroll down to see more details

like the ones here:

Rating currently based on

financial and impact information.
In the future more categories will
be added.
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Explore More Tools
Charity Navigator’s menu at the top of the screen offers lists, topics, and
articles full of useful information!

Hover your cursor over a menu item to see your options. Or click on the
1
		
menu option to go to the page.

some time to explore the lists, topics, and tips available on the site.
2● Take
Did you find any charities you’re already familiar with?
● Did you learn about any new charities?

● What’s one tip for avoiding charity scams?
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